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PROJECT OBJECTIVE

• We have in a database all transactions between addresses and 
all transactions between actors from the beginning of bitcoin 
to the beginning of 2021 (We can get 2022)

• Choose and obtain a small subset of this network that you 
consider interesting
‣ Around a particular transaction (illegal activity …)
‣ About some actors
‣ About a period
‣ …



PROJECT OBJECTIVE

• Apply tools your learned about during the class to better 
understand this network

• Write a report about what you learnt, and what you could 
learn with more time/data
‣ If possible, a single Jupyter notebook with code and text
‣ A separate report in PDF is also possible if relevant



PROJECT OBJECTIVE

• Recommendations:

• I recommend to limit yourself to a few thousand nodes, and 
less than 10.000 edges (filtering). Comparing a few graphs of 
this size can be relevant.

• The goal of the project is to interact! 
‣ Ask me if something is possible, how to do it… we are doing the project 

together.



DATA DESCRIPTION



SUMMARY OF THE PROCESS
1. Run a Bitcoin Node to download the full Blockchain

• =>January 2021: 366 Go

2. Use a tool (bitcoin-etl) to extract transactions as .json files
• =>Until January 2018: 862G
• =>Total: 1.5 To

3. Use co-spending heuristic to identify clusters

4. Use walletexplorer.com data to identify clusters of large 
actors

5. Create an Actor to Actor transaction records

https://www.walletexplorer.com


ACTOR TO ACTOR 
TRANSACTION RECORDS

• Each transaction has a single actor in input

• It can have one or several actors in output.
‣ Actors are identified by their names
‣ Clusters are identified by an integer
‣ Singleton addresses are identified by their address



SOME IDEAS



ONCHAIN ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 
EXAMPLE



Traditional Bank
Transfer (€ )

1

2 Initial Bitcoin purchase (trading)

3 “Trading”



1

2

3

Offchain

• How it works (probably)
‣ The exchange company owns a stock of Bitcoin
‣ It maintains a list of customer accounts, and how much each customer owns at 

time t
‣ When customer c1 buys btc to a customer c2, change in the internal database 

of the company (scripture)
- Goal: no transaction fees, easier to manage

‣ The company itself certainly buy and sell on the market to ensure liquidity
- Success=more customers who want to buy=>need to provide fresh coins
- Need of buying/selling on the blockchain

‣ The company needs enough reserve since customers can order bitcoin 
transactions from their (virtual) account to a real bitcoin wallet



… (153 total)

Paymium on-chain 
activity on 

2017-05-28

Hard to say what it 
corresponds too…

But my exact 
transaction is not 

there

9:23GMT+1



Sending 0.005 btc from Paymium exchange 
to my personal wallet  

4



4

The exchange do not write on-chain transaction for each 
custom activity, but instead factorize them.

It reduces individual transaction fees.
Same for inputs.

Note the change address with a large amount



Sending back 0.001 from Wallet to 
Paymium Exchange

5

Address I received 
payment to 

Address provided 
by Paymium

Change
(My address in my wallet)High fees:

20% of the amount sent



What happens with coins sent at this 
address?

“My” coins have been spent the same day, and not by me! 
=>1Ndh… Is not “my” address, it’s paymium’s address.
It’s just that when coins are sent to this address, Paymium credit my 
customer account of the same amount.



Using my wallet coins to buy some real 
things (Amazon gift card)6

Company selling gift card



PAYMIUM ACTIVITY

Dayly sent/received amounts in $

Dayly sent/received amounts in btc



Cumulative of the difference between amounts 
received and sent

(Btc owned)



SILK ROAD
Silk Road was a website infamous for illegal product 

selling (drugs, etc.)
Daily transactions
Amounts (btc)

Top 10 actors who
Sent/Received the most to/from Silk-Road

(Mostly 
anonymous 
eWallet and 

Mixing services)

SK

SK2



SILK ROAD
Some of the last transactions made by SR2…

Same private Wallet, same amounts…

And then…



PAYMIUM ACTIVITY

Dayly sent/received amounts in $

Dayly sent/received amounts in btc



Cumulative of the difference between amounts 
received and sent

(Btc owned)



SILK ROAD
Silk Road was a website infamous for illegal product 

selling (drugs, etc.)
Daily transactions
Amounts (btc)

Top 10 actors who
Sent/Received the most to/from Silk-Road

(Mostly 
anonymous 
eWallet and 

Mixing services)

SK

SK2



SILK ROAD
Some of the last transactions made by SR2…

Same private Wallet, same amounts…

And then…



EXAMPLES FROM THE 
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE



EGO-CENTERED NETWORK
• Wikileaks

1.5 Anonymity Analysis 19

Fig. 1.9: An egocentric visualization of the vertex representing WikiLeaks’ public-key in
the incomplete user network. The size of a vertex corresponds to its degree in the entire
incomplete user network. The color denotes the volume of Bitcoins – warmer colors have
larger volumes flowing through them. The three largest red vertices represent a Bitcoin
mining pool, a centralized Bitcoin wallet service, and an unknown entity.

Case Study – Part I: We analyse an alleged theft of 25 000 BTC reported
in the Bitcoin Forums15 by a user known as allinvain. The victim reported
that a large portion of his Bitcoins were sent to pkred16 on 13/06/2011 at
16:52:23 UTC. The theft occurred shortly after somebody broke into the
victim’s Slush pool account17 and changed the payout address to pkblue.18.
The Bitcoins rightfully belonged to pkgreen.19 At the time of theft, the stolen
Bitcoins had a market value of approximately half a million U.S. dollars. We
chose this case study to illustrate the potential risks to the anonymity of a
user (the thief) who has good reason to remain anonymous.

We consider the incomplete user network before any contractions. We re-
strict ourselves to the egocentric network surrounding the thief: we include
every vertex that is reachable by a path of length at most two ignoring direc-
tionality and all edges induced by these vertices. We also remove all loops,
multiple edges and edges that are not contained in some biconnected com-
ponent to avoid clutter. In Fig. 1.11, the red vertex represents the thief who

15 http://forum.bitcoin.org/index.php?topic=16457.0
16 1KPTdMb6p7H3YCwsyFqrEmKGmsHqe1Q3jg
17 http://mining.bitcoin.cz
18 15iUDqk6nLmav3B1xUHPQivDpfMruVsu9f
19 1J18yk7D353z3gRVcdbS7PV5Q8h5w6oWWG

Green in the center : wikileaks



A BITCOIN THEFT

1.5 Anonymity Analysis 23
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Fig. 1.13: Visualisation of Bitcoin flow from the alleged theft. The left inset shows the
initial shu✏ing of Bitcoins among accounts close to that of the alleged thief. The right
inset shows the flow of Bitcoins during several subsequent days. The flows split and ater
merge, validating that the flows found by the tool are probably still controlled by a single
user.

In the left inset, we can see that the Bitcoins are shu✏ed between a small
number of accounts and then transferred back to the initial account. After
this shu✏ing step, we have identified four significant outflows of Bitcoins that
began at 19:49, 20:01, 20:13 and 20:55. Of particular interest are the outflows
that began at 20:55 (labeled as ‘1’ in both insets) and 20:13 (labeled as ‘2’ in
both insets). These outflows pass through several subsequent accounts over
a period of several hours. Flow 1 splits at the vertex labeled A in the right
inset at 04:05 on the day after the theft. Some of its Bitcoins rejoin Flow 2
at the vertex labeled B. This new combined flow is labeled as ‘3’ in the right
inset. The remaining Bitcoins from Flow 1 pass through several additional
vertices in the next two days. This flow is labeled as ‘4’ in the right inset.

A surprising event occurs on 16/06/2011 at approximately 13:37. A small
number of Bitcoins are transferred from Flow 3 to a heretofore unseen public-
key pk1.24 Approximately seven minutes later, a small number of Bitcoins
are transferred from Flow 3 to another heretofore unseen public-key pk2.25

Finally, there are two simultaneous transfers from Flow 4 to two more hereto-
fore unseen public-keys: pk326 and pk4.27 We have determined that these four
public-keys, pk1, pk2, pk3 and pk4 – which receive Bitcoins from two sepa-
rate flows that split from each other two days previously – are all contracted

24 1FKFiCYJSFqxT3zkZntHjfU47SvAzauZXN
25 1FhYawPhWDvkZCJVBrDfQoo2qC3EuKtb94
26 1MJZZmmSrQZ9NzeQt3hYP76oFC5dWAf2nD
27 12dJo17jcR78Uk1Ak5wfgyXtciU62MzcEc



MONEY LAUNDERING

Alice: 5 Bob1: 3 Charlie: 4

Bob2: 2

Alice: 2 Bob3: 1

tB

tCtA

Figure 1. Example of a partial transaction graph

transaction graph. To illustrate these graphs, we use the notation
of Figure 1. Nodes correspond to transactions. A directed edge
from one node to another denotes that an output of the source
transaction is referenced by an input of the target transaction
(i.e., if bitcoins from the source transaction are spent in the
target transaction). Directed edges not having a target node
correspond to outputs not yet referenced by an input. Edges
may be annotated with addresses and/or values if needed.

The example in Figure 1 should be read as follows. Alice
sends 3 bitcoins to Bob using transaction tA. To do so, she
references an output with a value of 5 from an (unnamed)
previous transaction and creates two outputs of tA, one sending
3 bitcoins to Bob, the other one returning 2 bitcoins to her.
Returning bitcoins to oneself is common practice. The amount
of bitcoins referenced by all inputs will usually not equal the
amount one actually wants to send. As inputs may only be
used once, a new output must be created to return the change.

Continuing the description of Figure 1, Bob now wants to
send 4 bitcoins to Charlie. Instead of one, he actually owns
three different accounts and received 3 bitcoins from Alice to
his first: Bob1. In order to send the 4 bitcoins to Charlie, he
needs to create a transaction tC with two inputs. One references
the output of tA, in which Bob1 received 3 bitcoins, the other
one references an output of another transaction tB , in which
Bob2 received 2 bitcoins. Together, the referenced outputs sum
up to 5, allowing Bob to send 4 of them to Charlie and the
change back to him (by creating corresponding outputs in tC ).
These outputs are not referenced yet. Hence, it can be seen
that Bob owns at least 1 bitcoin, and Charlie owns at least 4.

B. Transaction Anonymization Services

Although Figure 1 may suggest that Bitcoin addresses
can be identified with actual individuals, it is in general
not so easy. Any user may create as many addresses as he
wants. Thus, situations such as Bob using three addresses are
pervasive. Without further information, nobody can link the
three addresses Bob1, Bob2, and Bob3 to his real identity. At
first sight, they may even belong to many instead of one person.
Identifying the people behind addresses can nevertheless be
possible.

Consider again the example of Figure 1 and assume Alice is
a Bitcoin exchange requiring its business partners to identify
themselves. Hence, she knows that address Bob1 belongs to

Alice1: 1

Bob1: 1

Charlie1: 1

Alice2: 1

Bob2: 1

Charlie2: 1

Mix1: 1

Mix2: 1

Mix3: 1

Figure 2. Block diagram of a hypothetical Bitcoin mixing service

Bob, as she transferred 3 bitcoins to it. The fact that outputs
belonging to both Bob1 and Bob2 are referenced as inputs
in the same transaction t3 could be interpreted as evidence
that Bob1 and Bob2 belong to the same person. Hence, Alice
can say with high certainty that also Bob2 is owned by Bob.
Moreover, the fact that a transaction usually has two outputs –
the actual output and the change – suggests that one of t3’s
outputs belongs to the same person who owns Bob1 and Bob2.
As bitcoins from two addresses have been combined to finance
a larger output of 4 bitcoins, chances are good that the small
output of only 1 bitcoin is the change. Hence, Alice may
conclude that also Bob3 belongs to Bob.

This simple example demonstrates that context information
may be useful to reason about identities behind Bitcoin
addresses. More comprehensive attempts to identify users have
been undertaken in [12], [13]. Hence, it is wrong to state that
Bitcoin is an anonymous digital currency. As a consequence,
services offering more anonymous transactions are proliferating
in the Bitcoin ecosystem. They are often referred to as mixing
services.

The idea of such a service can be sketched as follows (cf.
Figure 2). Suppose Alice, Bob, and Charlie all have 1 bitcoin at
addresses Alice1, Bob1, and Charlie1. They all fear they have
been identified and prefer to use a mixing service. Each of them
generates a new address (Alice2, Bob2, and Charlie2), sends
the bitcoin to an address of the service, and asks the service
to send a bitcoin to their respective new address. The service
has now 3 bitcoins at three addresses: Mix1, Mix2, and Mix3.
Alice, Bob, and Charlie do not care which address the mixing
service uses to send a bitcoin back. Hence, the service may
choose them at random. As long as it keeps this information
private, no external observer can know the persons behind
addresses after mixing, even if the observer knew them before
mixing. Given a particular person, e. g., Alice, all addresses
Alice2, Bob2, and Charlie2 appear equally likely.

Currently, a number of different mixing services for bitcoins
exist. As they disguise the origin of bitcoins, they can be
perceived as money laundering tools. Also, suggestive names
such as “BitLaundry” indicate the application scenarios the
service operators have in mind. The primary motivation for
providing these services is making profit. Hence, they send
back to their users only what has been payed in minus a fee.

Pre-publication copy. To appear in the proceedings of the 2013 eCrime Researchers Summit (eCrime) published by IEEE.

[Möser & Böhme]



[Möser & Böhme]

Table II
TRANSACTIONS RECORDED IN THE BLOCKCHAIN.INFO SEND SHARED EXPERIMENT

Time Type Value Unique transaction ID (hash value)

t17 2013-05-27 16:09 In 0.40012345 c8536ce1809f296d9ed82c37a406a5cb01b63c780aa5b76324a2f26c1a7063cd
t18 2013-05-27 16:15 Out 0.39713345 7fa8bf0c9c346a3e1b57ce15409473693427411729ac5664487ce6f811016517
t19 2013-05-27 16:18 In 0.21212121 e72bf981bdf893a0acf55f9c54cab361c476a2bdf131d5127cc03ce105e79702
t20 2013-05-28 15:55 In 0.41 10ce8832084bb1625d180d71eafc79cdea46c24dd647e44e2a50c9309182892d
t21 2013-05-28 16:15 Out 0.2 c70237e203a5d3d70d1b92ced9253240810228e7b947ac73afc4e75ab34393e1
t22 2013-05-28 16:17 Out 0.2 6c4c0a974999c0f83fc2f4a581da223d3cc26f7b2eacccc85ebcf5a302e18f90
t23 2013-05-28 16:19 Out 0.2 b45d9a2a45c9985a9e1236aaff70d6865c562c2d7184303ebadb4303c8246d2c
t24 2013-05-28 20:02 In 0.63 c2319a47c5811aaa00575343030e80b31fa482f243b297a650dfc8b12b6b660e
t25 2013-05-28 20:05 Out 0.21 a3b0226c4fb44bbf0829c0be13b4dd4613daa517dd0c3616c651c04a3c06f43b
t26 2013-05-28 20:08 Out 0.21 f5c3c844d9c1b7f48c45826059df7608af532d3528e05b60d9fd28c2aca3b78e
t27 2013-05-28 20:13 Out 0.21992121 aab4d3d66f4a08c713e71becdd3c28cf9bf8fb34a29bf5f8d96dceb26bdecbe5
t28 2013-05-28 20:52 In 0.5 1fca72c0fe447c35a5db1cc6381cc9fde7439847354b01de773053e413ae9404
t29 2013-05-28 20:55 Out 0.204191 d0cf1c9fdcd2e4ac3e0421e8bd5f81ce85a1ed1e7ebc6cb78980e4c0b52b9e4b
t30 2013-05-28 20:57 Out 0.203799 985bd5a528e2992820f5a5a1b64d537b518e29dabd40651662e5fbe09b8caf49
t31 2013-05-28 21:07 In 0.6 b12e7bb024ab1a98dfe27375eb4b378cbb5e316751cee7faf5cc2c70cd5b738a
t32 2013-05-28 21:13 Out 0.2110955 4de6e9651f3801bfa110dce3e1c3d01c129dcfc87ad098909e508122014fc18f
t33 2013-05-28 21:15 Out 0.21336685 c2bd5ab1a52621684150ad3d4d087c131d9bbbd17d38d0db523da85ab5406bb2
t34 2013-05-28 21:30 Out 0.25707765 e490ad336994f2c570a5d28edc85c80316ed00f4d8cfd0a99a86a5a224ba127a

Figure 3. Partial transaction graphs of the Blockchain.info Send Shared experiment

maximum to 717.94096 BTC (94948 USD on 2013-04-26).
The average payout size is 3.8328 BTC (548 USD on 2013-04-
25) with a standard deviation of 24.5344 BTC (3510 USD on
2013-04-25) The distribution of the payout sizes is shown in
the left part of Figure 7. Most transactions have a size between
0.1 and 5 BTC, with a median of 0.80111 BTC. The large
difference between median and mean can be ascribed to a few
large transactions. As the anonymity set for large transactions
is small, it can be easier to trace those.

A week after the first experiment, we make a second
deposit of 0.31 BTC (33 USD on 2013-05-07). This time we
withdraw 0.21 BTC (23 USD on 2013-05-15), spread over two
transactions and two days. Again, we create the transaction
graph of the inbound transactions and see a long chain of
single input transactions. It originates from a transaction17 that,
similar to the communities in the first experiment, combines

17Unique transaction ID: d7cfafaba42d952fee3ec4617f07d40808bc52fd14e50
7cd7fb2e0e168d40635

Pre-publication copy. To appear in the proceedings of the 2013 eCrime Researchers Summit (eCrime) published by IEEE.

MONEY LAUNDERING



EXCEPTIONAL 
TRANSACTIONS ANALYSIS

14 Dorit Ron, Adi Shamir

5. Reid, F., Harrigan M.: An Analysis of Anonymity in the Bitcoin System,
arXiv:1107.4524v2 [physics.soc-ph] 7 May 2012.

6. Hamacher, K., Katzenbeisser, S.: Bitcoin - An Analysis, 29 Dec 2011, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hlWyTqL1hFA

7. Bitcoin’s block number 0, http://blockexplorer.com/b/0
8. Bitcoin’s block number 180,000, http://blockexplorer.com/b/180000
9. Cormen, T.H., Leiserson, C.H., Rivest, R.L., Stein, C.: Introduction to Algorithms,

Second Edition. MIT Press and McGrawHill, 2001. Chapter 21: Data structures for
Disjoint Sets, pp. 498-524.

10. Forbes: Top 10 Bitcoin Statistics, http://www.forbes.com/sites/jonmatonis/
2012/07/31/top-10-bitcoin-statistics/

11. Block chain: Bitcoin charts http://blockchain.info/charts
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ANALYSIS OF NETWORK 
PROPERTIES

containing node v. To calculate Dv we ignored the directionality of
the links; dv is the degree of node v in the undirected network.

In the initial phase C is high, fluctuating around 0:15 (see Fig. 5),
possibly a result of transactions taking place between addresses
belonging to a few enthusiasts trying out the Bitcoin system by
moving money between their own addresses. In the trading phase,
the clustering coefficient reaches a stationary value around
C&0:05, which is still higher than the clustering coefficient for
random networks with the same degree sequence
(Crand&0:0037(9)).

To explain the observed broad degree distribution, we turn to
the microscopic statistics of link formation. Most real complex
networks exhibit distributions that can be approximated by power-
laws. Preferential attachment was introduced as a possible
mechanism to explain the prevalence of this property [21].
Indeed, direct measurements confirmed that preferential attach-

ment governs the evolution of many real systems, e.g. scientific
citation networks [22–24], collaboration networks [25], social
networks [26,27] or language use [28]. In its original form,
preferential attachment describes the process when the probability
of forming a new link is proportional to the degree of the target
node [29]. In the past decade, several generalizations and
modifications of the original model were proposed, aiming to
reproduce further structural characteristics of real systems [30–
33]. Here, we investigate the nonlinear preferential attachment
model [30], where the probability that a new link connects to node
v is.

p(kv)~
ka

vP
w ka

w

, ð4Þ

Figure 4. Evolution of the Gini coefficient of the degree and the balance distributions. We observe the distinct initial phase lasting until
mid-2011. The trading phase is characterized by approximately constant coefficients.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086197.g004

Figure 5. Evolution of the clustering coefficient and the out-in degree correlation coefficient. After the initial phase, both measures reach
a stationary value.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086197.g005
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